PREFACE
borrow one apology from the many which I have named. How
far they prevail with our readers, or with our judges, I cannot
tell; and it is unnecessary for me to inquire into the validity of
arguments which I have not to produce.
If there be any combination of circumstances which may be
supposed to affect the mind of a reader, and in some degree to
influence his judgment, the junction of youth, beauty, and merit
in a female writer may be allowed to do this; and yet one of
the most forbidding of titles is " Poems by a very young Lady "—
and this, although beauty and merit were largely insinuated.
Ladies, it is true, have of late little need of any indulgence as
authors, and names may readily be found which rather excite
the envy of man than plead for his lenity. Our estimation of
title,also in a writer has materially varied from that of our
predecessors; cc Poems by a Nobleman " would create a very
different sensation in our minds from that which was formerly
excited when they were so announced. A noble author had
then no pretensions to a seat so secure on the "sacred hill,"
that authors not noble, and critics not gentle, dared not attack;
and they delighted to take revenge, by their contempt and
derision of the poet, for the pain which their submission and
respect to the man had cost them. But in our times we find
that a nobleman writes, not merely as well, but better than
other men : insomuch that readers in general begin to fancy
that the Muses have relinquished their old partiality for rags and
a garret, and are become altogether aristocratical in their choice.
A conceit so well supported by fact would be readily admitted,
did it not appear at the same time, that there were in the
"higher ranks of society men who could write as tamely, or as
absurdly, as they had ever been accused of doing. We may,
therefore, regard the works of any noble author as extraordinary
productions, but must not found any theory upon them; and,
notwithstanding their appearance, must look on genius and talent
as we are wont to do on time and chance, that happen indiffer-
ently to all mankind.
But, whatever influence any peculiar situation of a writer
might have, it cannot be a benefit to rne, who have no such
peculiarity. I must rely upon the willingness of my readers to
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